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Perceiving mining landscapes:
Dongchuan prefecture in Qing China
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Dongchuan prefecture
in Qing China
東川府
Conquered from Yi/Lolo 
lords 1726-1730
Most important supplier
of copper for the imperial 
mints, 1730s-1852
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Valley of the Daguanhe, northeastern Yunnan
Engraving after a drawing by Louis Delaporte, journey 1871
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Huize 會澤

Photos Kim, 2007
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The Yilihe at the
northeastern corner of the
Huize Plateau

Photo Kim, 2007
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Plateau 
around 1940
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崔乃鏞：
東川去省五百里，近城川原氣候微寒，四境氣候各異。碧谷、巧家、
小江極熱，夏秋間濕熱相蒸，多瘴癘，者海、野馬川、涼山諸處嚴寒，
七月即霜，四月常雪。大約地形低下者，篇於熱，地勢高仰者，偏於
寒。

自雍正十年建城後，設局鼓鑄，四方負販者絡繹不絕，城中居民漸集，
氣候亦漸和暖云。
Cui Naiyong, prefect of Dongchuan 1731-1735: 
Dongchuan is 500 li from the provincial capital. The river plain near the prefectural city is slightly
cold, the climate in the four areas [of the prefecture] is different. Bigu, Qiaojian and Xiaojiang are
extremely hot, in summer and autumn heat and humidity are steaming, zhangqi is frequent. Zhehai, 
Yemachuan and Liangshan are severely cold, rawfrast begins in the 7th month and permanent snow
lies until the fourth month. This is presumably becase where the land is low, it tends to be hot, 
where is rises high, it tends to be cold.
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崔乃鏞, writing in 1733, perhaps 1735:

自雍正十年建城後，設局鼓鑄，四方負販者絡繹不絕，城中居民漸集，
氣候亦漸和暖云。

Since 1732, when the city [of Huize] was built and the mint set up, 
traders have been coming in a steady flow, the inhabitants of the city
have gradually become numerous, and the climate also has gradually
become warmer.



東川十景

Spring dawn at Cuiping 翠屏春晓、
Evening sun on Jinzhong Mountain 金种夕照、
Rainbow under cloud banks 饮虹云阵、
Moonshine on the Dragon Pool 龙潭夜月、
Fish flute at Shuicheng 水城鱼笛、
Woodcutter’s songs at The Stone Drum 石鼓樵歌、
Peach blossom at Longmu 龙幕桃花、
Willow waves at the Hot Springs 温泉柳浪、
Last Snow at Qinglong Temple 青龙残雪、
Harvest at Manhai Lake 蔓海秋成



The Ten
scenic spots
of Dongchuan



Restored guildhalls of Jianxi and Huguang



Restored guildhalls of Jianxi and Huguang
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Huang Mengju 黃夢菊, district magistrate magistrate of Huize 1843 – 1846

劝民种植示 Encouraging the people to plant trees

会泽县属幅员两千余里，童山濯濯，全无树株，不独材薪艰贵，即土田亦渐瘠硗，
甚至近山田地因无树木拦护，一遇雨洗土松沙石冲流全行淤压，民间疾苦日甚一
日，非补种树株难期培养。
For 2000 li around Huize District, the mountains are bare and bleak, without a 
single tree. Not only is firewood hard to procure and expensive, but the soil in the
field gradually becomes poor and stony. In the worst cases, in fields that are
without the protective screen of trees, a single downpour washes all loose soil and
stones into a mudslide. The population suffers increasingly badly , without re-
planting trees there is no hope in restoring the situation.



Huang Mengju 黃夢菊, continued:
本县访查与情有山之家，或恐成林后厂烧炭斤多不给价，又恐方种时牛羊践踏、
孩幼刨折。是以任其荒芜，[…] 。有一二补种者，人反指为迂阔，殊不知种树之
利胜于种谷，十年之后存小取大，层递滋长，其用无穷，况山有树木如人有衣饰、
鸟有翎毛，不独材木胜用，而田土可保肥润，是种树实为目今急务。
Inquiring among households that possess mountain land, I have found that either
they are afraid that once forest has regrown the charcoal burners of the mines will 
not pay them the full rate, ot that the newly planted trees will be trampled by cattle
and sheet and chopped off by boys. This is why they leave the land barren […] . 
The few sho replanted are accused of being impractical, it is simply not known that
the profit from panting trees can be higher than from planting rice, that after 10 
years the large trees can be harvested and the small left, growing them in levels
and using the cope continuously. Moreover, to the mountain, trees are like clothes
to the human body or fethers to the birds, not only are the trees useful, they
protect the humidity and fertility of the soil in the fields. Hence, planting trees
indeed is an urgent task.
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Conclusion
• Dongchuan prefecture: example of an mountain area that was sinicized only in the 18th century
• Landscape is represented and perceived according to cultural norms
• Representation through the scenic spots as a controlled, cultivated, pretty space of [small] 

mountains and water
• Representation of the administrative area as centered on the administrative seat, with the area

arranged neatly in concentric circles
• focus on sites that had an administrative function
• Omission of the mines and the mining towns
• Omission of environmental change, even of the very obvious and threatening deforestation

caused by the mines
• In the usual representations, not necessarily in real life
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Thank you!

Nanny Kim nanny.kim@zo.uni-heidelberg.de
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